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Development of Undergraduate Network Security Labs with 

Open Source Tools 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Undergraduate level network security classes are usually taught during the junior or senior year 

of an undergraduate education, because it is assumed that students have acquired the necessary 

background material in previous classes, such as algorithms, programming, and networks. 

Although students should have had enough exposure to the background material, they still 

potentially face difficulties in grasping theories and concepts related to the network security 

field. One way to address this concern is to give homework, or require laboratory exercises with 

programming assignments. Programming assignments provide the students with an excellent 

opportunity to digest the concepts. However, they are usually focused too much on one aspect of 

the problem rather than overall picture of the particular topic of interest. Thus, it is vital to design 

network security labs that combine theory and available applications representative of the lecture 

component of the class.  

 

In this paper we discuss the development of the laboratory component of an undergraduate 

network security course for the Telecommunications Engineering Technology (TCET) program 

at Southern Polytechnic State University. As with other engineering technology programs, the 

TCET program maintains an application-oriented approach in all of its courses. Creating the 

laboratory component is often the most challenging part of the overall course development task. 

Fortunately, the availability of numerous open source security tools provided resources for all of 

the lab exercises as well as many of the lectures. The tools were selected in order to better enable 

student to comprehend the complexities and intricacies of security-related topics. Furthermore, 

the lab exercises can be used with stand-alone labs, or aid in the completion of programming 

assignments or other forms of homework. Descriptions of the security course lab exercises and 

features of the open source tools that were utilized are included.  

 

1. Introduction   

 

In our era, information is distributed across many uncontrolled domains (e.g., Internet) and we 

have become more dependent on technology and the Internet..  For instance, we have many 

flavors of distributed networks today:  wired, wireless, GPS, hand-held devices, sensor 

networks
1
, etc., with almost the same set of rich networking functionalities (e.g., multimedia.) 

However, as the number of cyber crime incidents increase
2
, the security of these diverse set of 

networks and their services has become an integral part of most businesses.. For instance, the 

Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3)
a
 received over 200,000 cyber crime-related incidents in 

2007 alone.  Therefore, the situation necessitates the teaching and better education of today and 

                                                 

a  The Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) is a partnership between the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI), the National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C), and the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA).  
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tomorrow's workforce in terms of network security practices.  From this perspective, one can 

claim that network security classes comprise an important element of the undergraduate 

curriculum.  

 

Undergraduate-level network security classes are usually taught during the junior or senior years 

of an undergraduate education. As the lecture content of the network security classes are 

generally based on complex and rigorous mathematical foundations, it is assumed that students 

have already acquired the necessary background in previous classes, such as algorithms, 

programming, and networks. 

 

Nonetheless, students still face difficulties in grasping and understanding the complexities and 

intricacies of security-related topics during lecture. One way to address this issue is to give 

homework, or require laboratory exercises with programming assignments. Programming 

assignments provide the students with an excellent opportunity to digest the concepts. However, 

they are usually oriented toward just one aspect of the problem rather than the overall picture of 

the particular topic of interest.  Thus, it is vital to design network security labs that combine 

theory and available applications representative of the lecture component of the class.  

 

On the other hand, there has been a proliferation of various open source Linux operating system 

distributions
3
. While it is true that they may not be as dominant as their counterparts (e.g., MS-

Windows) in the market, they provide a rich set of flexibilities to the end-user. Inter alia, one 

nice feature of these Linux derivatives is that they contain a lot of security-related tools and most 

importantly they are available free of charge.  

 

Available open source security tools can be utilized to facilitate the teaching and the learning of 

relatively difficult lecture topics in network security classes. Lab exercises that couple theoretical 

topics directly with open-source Linux security tools benefit both students and instructors. There 

are further benefits of this “tool-oriented” lab approach. First of all, there is a minimal cost 

associated with the tools as they are primarily free software. Second, students have a chance to 

see how theoretical lecture topics (e.g., asymmetric encryption, digital signatures, etc) in the 

security field are realized in the real world. Third, students increase their understanding of the 

complex material via hands-on labs. Finally, the labs can be extended easily for the 

implementation of other more advanced concepts in the security field. 

 

 

The benefits and availability of open source security tools permitted the efficient development of 

the laboratory component of an undergraduate network security course for the 

Telecommunications Engineering Technology (TCET) program at Southern Polytechnic State 

University. TCET courses emphasize application of key course concepts to enhance student 

learning.  This paper discusses ten lab exercises and some of the associated lecture content 

developed from Linux-based security tools. The exercises can either be stand-alone labs
4
 or can 

aid in the completion of programming assignments or other homework assignments.  

 

Several contributions can be articulated for this paper. First, we show and discuss which Linux-

based free security tools can be used to complement the teaching of network security lectures via 

the created labs. Secondly, we list the details of the labs. Then, we show an example lab exercise. 
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Lastly, we discuss the type of other labs and lecture topics that could be created with Linux-

based open-source security tools. 

 

The paper proceeds with a description of the lab exercises in Section 2. An example lab is 

articulated in Section 3. Section 4 addresses other open-source Linux-compatible security tools 

that may be used in lab exercises. A discussion of the cost and benefits of tool-oriented labs is 

given in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6. 

 

 

2. Descriptions of Labs Created with Open Source Tools 

 

A number of simple or complicated security labs could be written using open source Linux 

security tools, depending on the need. This section describes the exercises written using such 

tools. The lab includes 20 Sun Ultra 24 Workstation with Suse 10.1 as the Linux distribution. An 

illustration of the laboratory environment is given in Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes the Linux-

based open source security tools used in the 10 exercises developed and the lecture topic 

addressed by the tool.   

 

 

Figure 1: An illustration of the laboratory environment 

 

 

a. Introduction to Encryption Mechanisms: In this lab, students are exposed to some 

fundamental knowledge and concepts of popular encryption mechanisms. Specifically, the 

student is introduced to the basics of symmetric and asymmetric encryption
5
 (aka public key-

based) mechanisms using the free Gnu Privacy Guard (GPG
6
) tool. The lab’s objective is to 

complement the students' understanding of the utilization of primitive encryption and 

cryptography operations, which, in general, are based on rigorous mathematical theories in the 

textbooks. More specifically, students learn how to create their own key, encrypt a text message, 

and upload their keys on available public key servers. After obtaining and learning how to use 

their keys, they use them to communicate with the class instructor during the semester in a 
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secure fashion
b
.  

 
b. Digital Signature Systems: One other common use of public-key cryptography (except for 

encryption) is digital signature systems. In this lab, students learn the basics of digital signature 

systems using the GPG tool. Specifically, they learn how to sign and verify a document using the 

keys created with the GPG tool in the previous lab.  

 

c. Network Sniffing Introduction: Often times, attackers/hackers perpetrate their malicious 

activities on available networking resources. For instance, even if one has the most secure 

system, one must check if the networked computing resources are under attack or determine the 

presence of any suspicious activity in the network. Network sniffers, or network analyzers, allow 

one to accomplish such tasks easily by capturing packets on a specified physical network 

segment.  Thus, in this lab, students learn the basics of the network sniffing using one of the most 

widely used network analyzers, Wireshark
7
,and learn some of its capabilities like filtering certain 

types of network packets and constructing an observed http session from the captured packets.  

 

Tool Name Lecture Topic Covered 

Gnu Privacy Guard 

(GPG
6
)  

Symmetric and asymmetric  

encryption principles 

Digital signature mechanisms 

Wireshark
7 

Openssh
8

Network sniffing  

Advances reconnaissance  

Openssl
9

Digital certificates  

Nmap
10

Port scanning 

Nessus
11

Vulnerability scanning  

JohnTheRipper
12

Password policies 

Snort
13

Intrusion detection 

Dig
14

  

Whois
14 

Netstat
14 

Top
14

Simple reconnaissance  

     

 Table 1. Class content and the security tools. 

 

d. Network Sniffing Advanced: From laboratory 1 through 3, students learn the basics of secure 

and insecure communication using tools like openssh
8
 and GPG to encrypt messages and traffic, 

and also learn to use Wireshark to capture the network communications.  Thus, this lab combines 

students' previous skills and allows them to see the difference between encrypted and 

unencrypted traffic streams. They can gather valuable information like passwords and usernames 

when the traffic is not protected.   

                                                 
b  The idea of students’ communicating to their instructors with their keys was inspired from the Network Security 

class (ECE 6612) offered in the School of ECE at Georgia Institute of Technology.   
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e. Digital Certificates: Many real world applications utilize public key-based systems (aka 

asymmetric key-based) as their choice of encryption mechanisms. However, encryption 

techniques using public and private keys need a public-key infrastructure (PKI) to support the 

distribution and identification of public keys.  Digital certificates bundle public keys, and the 

pertinent information about them such as the algorithms used, owner or subject data, the digital 

signature of a Certificate Authority (CA) that has verified the subject data, and an expiration 

date. Thus, the digital certificates provide users a mechanism to ensure that a public key 

contained in a certificate belongs to the entity to which the certificate was issued. In this lab, 

using the openssl
9
 tool, students learn how to run their own root certificate authority, create 

normal, root and user certificates, and how to insert certificates into applications, specifically 

into web browsers.  

 

f. Port Scanning: Port scanners allow enumeration of network resources to discover what 

machines are connected and which networking services are running on those machines. It is a 

useful task for system administrators; they can identify unauthorized or illicit services, malicious 

programs like spyware, Trojan horses, or network worms. Thus, this lab teaches students the 

basics of port scanners. Specifically, they are introduced a tool called nmap
10

 to scan a network 

and identify ports and services available on other hosts.   

 

g. Vulnerability Scanning: After enumeration network resources to discover what machines are 

connected and what services/ports are running on those machines using nmap, it is extremely 

important to know if those services are vulnerable to any exploit or not. In other words, 

identifying security level of services in a network is an important task. This can be accomplished 

with a security scanner or vulnerability scanner. Students in this lab learn the basics of 

vulnerability scanners. Specifically, they use a tool called nessus
11

 to scan a network and identify 

vulnerabilities about their and other machines associated with particular services and open ports.   

 
h. Strong Password Policies: Usually securing any networking entity involves setting up 

passwords. In this lab, students learn how weak passwords may be vulnerable to attacks and how 

they can be broken easily by the password-cracking tools.  They experiment with John The 

Ripper
12

, one of the most famous password cracking tools. Hence, learning the basics of 

password crackers from an attacker's perspective, the students comprehend the importance of 

having robust and strong password policies.  

 

i. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS): Intrusion detection is an integral part of a security 

architecture in any corporation and organization in the Internet. It allows detection of unwanted 

attempts at the instant when a malicious activity like accessing, manipulating, and/or disabling of 

computer systems is under way. Students in this lab learn the basics and capabilities of the 

Snort
13

 IDS tool. They create certain user rules, and configure automated actions like alerts if the 

analysis of incoming packets matches any of the rules.  

 

j. Other simple reconnaissance tools: In this lab, students learn to use several Linux-based small 

tools that are useful in network reconnaissance. These tools are especially handy for learning 

more information about the source of malicious activities in a network or host. With some of 

these tools, students can collect valuable information about other hosts, identify whether an 
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unknown host is legitimate or not, and they can obtain information about how they can contact 

them if needed. Moreover, with some, they can track the activities of the processes in a host to 

check the presence of any adversary.  The simple reconnaissance tools used in this laboratory 

exercise include dig
14

, whois
14

, netstat
14

, and top
14

.  

 

3. A Sample Laboratory Exercise for Digital Certificates 
 

In this section, we elaborate on one of the labs created as an example. As discussed in the 

previous section, digital certificates helps provide users a mechanism to ensure that a public key 

contained in a certificate belongs to the entity to which the certificate was issued. 

 

For instance, students can use the following commands to create their own root certificate (Step 

1), user certificate signing requests (Step 2), sign the request using the root certificate created 

(Step 3), and finally insert both the root certificate and user certificates (Step 4) into their 

preferred browser.  

 
Step 1: openssl req -new -x509 -extensions v3_ca -keyout private/cakey.pem -out cacert.pem -days 3650 -config 

./openssl-3904.cnf   

Step 2: openssl req -new -nodes -keyout myprivkey.pem -out signrequest.csr -config ./openssl-3904.cnf 

Step 3: openssl ca -out mysignedcert.pem -config ./openssl-3904.cnf -infiles signrequest.csr 

Step 4: openssl pkcs12 -export -out mypkcs12cert.pfx -in mysignedcert.pem -inkey myprivkey.pem -name "My 

ECET 3904 Certificate" 

 

 

Moreover, as shown in Figure 2, the students can insert their certificate in to their preferred 

browsers. With the root certificate, they can create and sign more user certificates for various 

other purposes.  

 

 
Figure 2: Inserting a root digital certificate into a web browser 
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4. Other Open Source Linux Security Tools Available  

 

In this section, we articulate other available open source security tools in the Linux-based 

systems. It is clear that the community contributing to the open source software is increasing 

day-by-day. There may be yet other tools that have not been covered in this study, and there will 

certainly be other tools available as time passes. It is also important to note that some of the tools 

may include multiple features that can span different lecture topics. Table 2 lists some of these 

tools and appropriate lecture topics. Comments on the tools and how they might be utilized 

follow.  

 

a. Authentication and Access Control Lists (ACL
15

): In real world security implementations, 

there may be situations where information about users, passwords, home directories belonging to 

a particular domain (e.g., a company) need to be authenticated and managed from a centralized 

location. OpenLDAP
16

, open lightweight directory access protocol, can be utilized for such 

scenarios. Additionally, ACLs is a very common way of setting up permissions over an object 

that needs to be protected, and is fundamental in many security lectures. For the demonstration 

of ACLs topic, features of OpenLDAP can also be utilized.   

 

b. IPsec: IPsec is a framework for securing communications over IP networks. There are several 

tools that implement IPsec as part of their function. These include Openvpn
17

, Openswan
18

, and 

IPsec
19

. One nice direct application of Ipsec is a Virtual Private Network (VPN
5
), and the Ipsec 

lecture topic can be addressed via demonstrations of VPN tunnels. 

 

Tool Name Textual Topic That Can be Addressed 

OpenLDAP
16 Authentication  

Access Control Lists (ACLs) 

Ipsec
19 

Openvpn
17 

Openswan
18

IPsec 

VPN 

Iptables
20 Firewalls 

NAT 

Tripwire
21 

Clamav
22

Malicious software 

Anti-virus  

Kismet
23

Wireless security  

     

 Table 2. Further class content and the security tools that can be utilized. 

 

c. Firewalls: The Iptables
20

 command tool allows setting up host-based firewalls on Linux-based 

machines. Firewall or network address translation (NAT) concepts can both be addressed using 

this tool.  

 

d. Malicious Software – Anti-virus: Lectures about malicious software and anti-virus techniques 

are also an integral part of any network and computer security classes. In such lectures, students 

learn fundamental concepts regarding combating against the malicious software by checking 
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integrity of the files for any possible changes or checking for the presence of any virus in the 

systems.  Tools like tripwire
21

 and clamav
22

 can supplement the lectures on malicious software 

and anti-virus, respectively. 

 

e. Wireless Security: The field of wireless security, albeit popular, is not yet part of most of the 

popular textbooks
5, 15, 24, 25

 used for network or computer security classes. Nevertheless, wireless 

security topics can be addressed using Kismet
23

 tool, which is a passive wireless packet sniffer 

for IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks.  

5. A Discussion of the Cost and Benefits of Tool-Oriented Labs 

 

In this section, we discuss several benefits and related cost of tool-oriented labs.  

 

” In network security courses, the lecture topics are usually based on material requiring 

understanding of complex and rigorous mathematical concepts. So, tying theory with 

tool-oriented labs help the students' learning process. Initial observations of the students 

who took the network security class using the described 10 laboratory exercises, support 

the same result.  

” Linux-based security tools are freely available in the Internet and they can be easily 

installed in many of the Linux distributions. So, there is a minimal cost in terms of 

software related items.  

” With the tools-oriented labs, students have a chance to learn how theoretical lecture 

topics (e.g., asymmetric encryption, digital signatures, etc) are reflected and utilized in 

real world applications. 

” Students have a chance to configure certain files in order to accomplish some of the tasks 

required in the labs. This experiential learning approach increases the students' 

understanding of how theoretical aspects of the security field are implemented and 

maintained.  

” As we hear of more and more security breaches in recent years, tool-oriented labs may 

facilitate the education/training of students and give them a repertoire of techniques, 

preparing them to confront challenging security issues in industry.   

” Lab exercises using Linux-based security tools are suitable for undergraduate and 

graduate-level security classes.  

” The labs can be extended to implement other more advanced concepts in the security 

field. 

” The labs can be easily incorporated into classes that are taught online
31

. For instance, 

students can download the appropriate exercise from the class web page, and accomplish 

the tasks in the lab on his or her own computing resources.  

” Similarly, when there are not enough resources to have a separate laboratory 

environment, the labs can be accomplished by the students using their own computing 

resources.  

” Programming assignments provide students with an excellent opportunity to digest 

security-related the concepts. However, they usually focus too much on one aspect of the 

problem rather than overall picture of the particular topic of interest.  Thus, the labs 

discussed here can aid in the completion of programming assignments or other forms of 

homework.   
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have discussed the development of undergraduate network security laboratory 

exercises using open source security tools which are freely available with many of the Linux 

distributions.  Many of the lecture topics of network security classes in undergraduate or 

graduate standing can be complemented with many of these labs. They can facilitate teaching 

and learning of more difficult security topics and help both students and instructors. Moreover, as 

the labs  are designed using open-source security tools, costs are minimized.  

 

Several other institutions, projects, and class-based competitions
26, 27, 28,

 exist that aim to teach 

security concepts with focused, hands-on experience. It is believed that these efforts and our 

tool-oriented labs together with future improvements in open-source software will help to fill the 

gap between the theory and the hands-on experience.  

 

Finally, simple or advanced laboratory exercises targeting different security topics can be created 

with open source security tools. Thus, our future work includes creating additional tool-oriented 

security lab exercises. Also, their effectiveness supporting student learning will be measured and 

evaluated, including the students' feedback.  
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